
























Nos.99999.2279.txt
~[2279] fols.1v-6r: A titleless alchemical treatise, 
according to a modern note on fol. 1r called Risala fi 
sina'at al-iksir al-a'zam alladhi yatakawwanu minhu al-dhahab

ｓｋ７Ｋず ｒｅ ｓＹ７ｍＭ ずｑＫｊぷぐ どちＹあぐ のすｋぐ なぬｊＣｑ ｐｍｌ けｎすｋぐ  .*Starting-point of the text is the
thesis that all metals can be traced back to one universal 
metal, which is gold. The different kinds of metals can 
regain this original substance by chemical treatment, the 
elixier. This theory of transmutation of metals, which was 

なＢぐ ７ｍｑＫstrongly opposed by Ibn Sina  ( died 428/1037 ) , is 
ｒｖぐずｃだｋぐdefined by al-Tughra'i  ( executed 515/1121; ? Ullmann, 

Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften, pp. 229-231 ) and above all 
ぬＢが どＫ７ｉｋぐ ｒｈぐずＺｋぐ のぬ７ｌｑＫｋぐ by Abu al-Qasim al-Iraqi al-Simawi  )7 th/13th 

century; ? Ullmann 235-7 ) in his Kitab al-ilm al-muktasab fi
け７Ｃｊ どΜＺｋぐ けＫＣｊｌｋぐ ｒｅ ｓＹぐずせ けｎすｋぐzira'at al-dhahab  : ? the edition by E.J. 

Holmyard ( Paris 1923 ) and his introduction pp. 4f. 
al-Tughra'i and al-Simawi have essentially inspired the 
contents of our text; al-Tughra'i is mentioned on fol. 4v18 
as al-Tughra'i and al-Simawi is referred to as Sahib 

けＧ７Ｍ けＫＣｊｌｋぐal-Muktasab  on fol. 3r11 and 12. al-Simawi's book was
apparently the source for a quotation of a poem by Dhu al-Nun

ぬす なぬｍｋぐ のずＭｌｋぐ al-Misri :4 r11f. = al-Simawi ed. Holmyard 40,15. In 
addition, the author of our text quotes different works by 

ずｌじｑが ｒｊじΜＥｋぐAydamir al-Jildaki  ( died 743/1342; ? Ullmann 237-239 
) : he used Jildaki's commentary on al-Simawi, the Sharh 

ざずＬ けＫＣｊｌｋぐ al-Muktasab  )5 r26 ) = Kitab Nihayat al-talab fi sharh 
け７Ｃｊ ｓｑ７ｏｍ けΜだｋぐ ｒｅ ざずＬ けＫＣｊｌｋぐal-Muktasab  ( on which ? Ullmann 238 ) and 

け７ＣｊJildaki's Kitab Ghayat al-surur fi sharh Diwan al-Shudhur  
ｓｑ７ｂ ずぬずＫｋぐ ｒｅ ざずＬ なぐぬｑじ ずぬすＬｋぐ なＢぐ ａｅずが )3 r6 ) , a commentary on Ibn Arfa' Ra's 

ぜがず ずぬすＬ けｎすｋぐ ( died 593/1197 ) , Shudhur al-dhahab  , an 
alchemical poem ( on which ? Ullmann 231f. ) which is quoted 
3v21. Finally, our author quotes ( 2v12 ) Jildaki's Kitab 

け７Ｃｊ な７ｎずＢｋぐal-Burhan  ( on which ? Ullmann 239f. ) and has 
knowledge of Jildaki's Kitab Anwar al-durar fi idah al-hajar 

け７Ｃｊ ずぐぬｍが ずずじｋぐ ｒｅ ざ７Ｘｑぎ ずＥＧｋぐ  ( on which ? Ullmann 241 ) . The latest 
source quoted by our text is Ali Chelebi = Ali Bek al-Izniqi 

ｒΜＹ ｒＢΜΡ ｒΜＹ でＢ ｒｉｑｍせぷぐ づｋきｌｋぐ じｑじＥｋぐ =  , also called al-Mu'allif al-jadid  ( 
lived in the 9th/15th century ) ; his Kitab Durar al-anwar fi

け７Ｃｊ ずずじ ずぐぬｍあぐ ｒｅ ずぐずＫが ず７ＥＧあぐasrar al-ahjar  ( on which ? Ullmann 243 ) is
mentioned 5r25 ( compare also 3r7; 5r24 and 5v4 ) . 
Therefore, our text must have been written after the9th/15th 
century. In addition to al-Izniqi, the author used older 
sources: besides those listed above he mentions on fol. 2r3 

け７Ｃｊ な７ｊずあぐ ａＢずあぐthe Kitab al-Arkan al-arba'  and as its author 
す７ＣＫあぐ ずＢ７Ｅ なＢ な７ｑＧ"al-ustadh  ", perhaps Jabir Ibn Hayyan  from the 
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け７Ｃｊ4th/10th century: Jabir is author of the Kitab al-Arkan  

な７ｊずあぐ ( ? GAS IV 251,9 ) and of the Kitab Tadbir al-arkan 
け７Ｃｊ ずｑＢじＣ な７ｊずあぐ とぬＭあぐぬwa-al-usul  which has now been edited by Pierre 

Lory, L'élaboration de l'?lixier suprème ( Damascus 1988 ) , 
 どΜＹぐ ７ｑ ｒＩが ずｑｂpp. 139-152. -Beginning ( after the Basmala ) : * ) ...

ＨＸぐぬなが お７ｌｊＧｋぐ なｑＺｌＣＥｌ なｑｉｆＣｌ ｔΜＹ げじ７ｌ ずＥＧｋぐ どｑずｊｋぐ ｒＣｋぐ ｒｎ げじＧぐぬ ぢぬｍｋ７Ｂ  どｏｅ７ｅ   ( (!) (!)...  -End: *  
ずｊＬぐぬ фぐ でΜｌｋぐ ず７ＣＫｋぐ ７ｍｌ ふずＫ υｌＹ ずｑＫｊぎ げずｌＧｋぐ げずぐずＧｋ ぜｌＬ づｑＭｋぐ どせΜｑｅ げずぬずＸｋ７Ｂ なが なぬｊｑ にず７Ｇ ａだｈ ず７ＩＢｋぐ げずぐずＧｋ ぜｌＬ  

づｑＭｋぐ どｏｅ７ｅ ぐすｎ なぐじｑｌｋぐ  ｕ -On fol. 1r follows a note called Nubdha fi 
げすＢｍ ｒｅ ずｑＢじＣ υｌＹ ずｑＫｊぷぐ なｌ ずｑｂ せぬｌずtadbir amal al-iksir min ghayr rumuz... , 

perhaps by the copyist Mustafa Ibn Muhammad al-Ayyubi 
ｔｆだＭｌ なＢ じｌＧｌ ｒＢぬｑあぐ ｒＣｌＧずｋぐal-Rahmati .-Astrology, divination. *

じｏＺｌ ｐｅ７ｉＤｋぐ こ７Ｋぐずじｋぐぬ ｐｑｈずＬｋぐSource: http://ricasdb.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp -  - 
ｐＺｌ７Ｅ ぬｑｊぬだ な７Ｂ７ｑｋぐ -
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